Brennan's (1986) model suggests that price limit helps mitigate the default incentive on futures if information regarding the obscured price is not conveyed by relevant spot or option markets. This paper presents evidence for a strong information role of liquid index option during index futures limitlock period in Taiwan. The implicit spot indexes recovered from the option premiums provided continuous, consistent and accurate price discovery of the unobserved equilibrium index. The options assumed a greater proportion of information contribution under extreme market condition, indicating the migration of price discovery from futures to options. Results imply that price limits on index futures impair information efficiency but achieve little effect in controlling default risk.
INTRODUCTION
Many futures contracts are subject to daily price limit rule. Price limits set the upper and lower bounds on the price range within which daily trading may occur. Proponents suggest that price limits mitigate unreasonable price swings by providing a cooling-off period that enables the market to reassess the new equilibrium (Khoury and Jones, 1983; Ma et al., 1989) . However, by placing constraints on daily price movements, limits prevent prices from reaching the new equilibrium level, and will inevitably delay the overall process of price discovery. A number of studies have shown that the imposition of price limits obstructs the informational efficiency of the market and may even inflate volatility (Lehmann, 1989; Lee et al., 1994; Kim and Rhee, 1997; Chan et al., 2005) . Brennan (1986) suggested that when the exact amount of the loss was obscured by price limits, conditional on the information of a limit move, a risk-neutral trader would have lower incentive to renege. Price limits thus can help futures markets to control against default risk, acting as the upper bound of the margin requirement. Yet Brennan stressed that the benefit diminishes if futures traders receive information about the unobserved equilibrium prices from other relevant markets. If the true futures price can be estimated accurately from the spot or option prices, the limit will have little effect on the decision about honouring the futures contract. Chou et al. (2005) , who demonstrated that, for risk-averse traders, additional information from other markets (even with low correlation to the equilibrium price) substantially reduces the effectiveness of limits in terms of their controlling role against default risk, support this. This paper explores the price discovery provided by options when price limits become binding on the futures market. We focus on a turbulent period in Taiwan, during which a political incident severely influenced the market and resulted in the limit moves in spot index and index futures contracts. The event provides a rare opportunity to observe price discovery on the stock index market without useful information disseminated from futures. Our results show that index option accurately reflects information regarding the unobserved equilibrium index level when futures price and the underlying spot index are both constraint by price limit. Moreover, the optionimplied spot prices are remarkably consistent across different option series and across the approaches used to infer the series. The unambiguous price discovery provided by option may substantially weaken the effectiveness of price limits in reducing default incentive on futures market. The evidence implies that a less rigid limit rule may be desirable for exchanges that seek to preserve the price discovery function of index futures in turbulent market.
Although, a large body of research has been devoted to the analysis of the effects of price limits, relatively few studies focus on the price discovery of options when price limits become binding on the futures market. Mahoney (1996, 1997) first noted that the inequitable limit rules between futures and options may result in a volume substitution effect between those contracts that had reached their limit and those that were not at their limit. They applied a put-call parity relationship to infer the "synthetic futures prices" from cotton option premiums and found that during "non-limit" periods, the implied futures prices were closely linked to the actual futures prices. Melick and Thomas (1997) assessed the information content of oil futures options at a time when some futures contracts were subject to price limits. They inferred the full risk-neutral probability density function of the underlying futures from traded option prices and concluded that futures options provided information consistent with market commentary. Hall et al. (2006) investigated the migration of price discovery from coffee futures to the less regulated futures options. They demonstrated that when the futures prices were limitlocked, option-implied prices signalled the direction of the market. Reiffen et al. (2006) examined three livestock markets and found that the closing option premiums on days when futures had hit their limit provided useful information in predicting the subsequent opening prices of such futures. In summary, literature largely confirms the price discovery provided by options (or futures options) while futures prices are constrained by limit.
Whilst all existing research is concerned with the commodity markets, this paper conducts the first of such study with stock index futures. Stock index options generally have better liquidity than options based on commodity, thus are likely to supply better information than commodity options can do. Literature has found that index options serves as an important source of price discovery during normal market periods, although subsequent to index futures (Fleming et al., 1996; De Jong and Donders, 1998; Booth et al., 1999) . Given the usually liquidity and information role of index options, one can expect that index options provide non-trivial price discovery when the corresponding index futures hit limit. In fact, Brennan predicted that there should be an absence of price limit on stock index futures because the corresponding spot and option markets have provided clear information that can be used to infer the equilibrium futures prices. It is a puzzling fact that, contrary to Brennan"s prediction, a surprisingly large number of exchanges, both in emerging and developed markets, still impose restrictions on the daily movements of index futures prices. Our study, therefore, sheds light on the extent to which price discovery migrates to the index options under extreme conditions.
One reason for the lack of empirical evidence on the index futures is, perhaps, because the limit-hitting movements on index futures rarely occur. For instance, the index futures contract traded on the TAIFEX hit its limit only once during the ten-year period from 1998 to 2007. This prohibits us from conducting a large sample analysis similar to the studies on commodity markets. This paper takes alternative approach by carrying out an in-depth analysis of a single incident that resulted in futures limit moves. Previous evidence has shown that, during futures limitlock period, the prices of option provide useful information regarding the unobserved equilibrium spot value. This paper goes beyond to supply evidence not shown in previous literature. Specifically, we answer the following three research questions. 1. How accurate is the option price discovery during futures limit-lock interval? 2. How consistent is the information provided by different option series? 3. What proportion of the information revealed by option is self-originated as oppose to disseminated one from other markets?
By focusing on the afore-mentioned three research questions, this paper contributes to the area of research in several perspectives. First, prior studies have found it difficult to evaluate the quality of the option price discovery, essentially because the lack of an appropriate benchmark. This paper overcomes this particular problem by selecting the benchmark price from a closely related, but less constrained, Taiwan index futures contract traded on the Singapore exchange. The assessment of the quality of option price discovery has important implications to the extent to which the existence of option lessens the effect of price limit in controlling default incentive on futures market. Second, we explicitly consider the possiblility that the information embedded in option prices could actually originate from other closelinked markets, a possibility not fully explored by existing literature. We distinguish the proportion of information contributed by option market and by other relevant markets. Third, due to data restrictions, prior studies make relatively discrete observation of the option price discovery. We show that a continuous price discovery can be provided by a frequently traded option.
The remainder of this paper is presented as follows: The institutional background and price limit rules for the contracts; descriptions of the methodologies used to recover the implied spot prices from the option trade prices; the recovered option-implied spot series, with their precision and consistency subsequently being evaluated; investigation of the migration of price discovery between domestic futures, options and offshore futures markets using Hasbrouck information shares; conclusion.
Institutional setting
The Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX) offers index futures (TXF) and European-style index options (TXO).
Both are based upon the Value Weighted Taiwan Stock Index, an index comprising of almost all of the common stocks listed on the Taiwan stock exchange (currently amounting to about 700 stocks). Five futures contracts are offered simultaneously, consisting of the nearest two calendar months and the next three quarter months, all of which expire on the third Wednesday of the delivery month. For options, the exchange offers contracts in five expiration months with a wide range of exercise prices.
The daily price limit for the TX index futures is ± 7% of the previous day"s settlement price. The limit range is coordinated with the constituent stocks, which are also subject to ± 7% price limit (of the previous day"s closing price). Unlike many exchanges that lift the price limits for spot month contracts, the TAIFEX imposes the same daily price limits on all index futures, including the nearby contracts.
The price limit rules for the TX index options are less restrictive than those prevailed in the spot and futures markets. Price limit for all TX options is the range of the previous day"s closing premium ± 7% of the previous day"s closing spot index, regardless of the current level of an option premium. For example, given a closing spot index of 6,787 on 18 March 2004, the price limit for all TXO options on 19 March 2004 would have been 6,787 x 7% (± 475 index points).
Since options are traded on their premiums, the price limit specified in fixed percentage of the spot index level, in effect, allows much wider percentage changes in the premiums than the ± 7% price limit imposed on the spot and futures markets. The limit rule also results in various ranges of effective price limits for options traded at different premiums. For instance, on 19 March 2004, a deeply in-the-money call with a premium of around NT$1,500 would have been subject to a premium change of roughly 30% (475/1500), whereas a near the money call with a premium of around NT$500 would have been allowed a price change of almost 100% (475/500). In any case, the effective price limits is greater for TX options than for TX futures, which allows less interrupted option price discovery under extreme market conditions, particularly when futures and spot prices are locked at their limits.
The Singapore exchange (SGX) offers an additional index futures contract (MSCI-TW) based upon the MSCI Taiwan Index. The underlying index consists of about 70 large-cap stocks and accounts for about 65% of the total market capitalization of the Value Weighted Taiwan Stock Index. Because the two underlying indices are highly correlated, the TW futures closely track the intraday movements of the TX index futures. In 2004, TW futures were ranked the second most active index contracts on the SGX (after Nikkei 225 index futures), with daily volume of around 30,000 contracts.
The SGX uses a three-tier design for the setting of daily price limits for TW futures. This comprises of an initial limit of ± 7%, an intermediate limit of ± 10% and a final limit of ± 15% of the previous day"s settlement price.
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Whenever a limit is reached, a ten-minute period is allowed to elapse before the next price limit level will take effect. If the final limit is hit, it is applied throughout the remainder of the day. The three-tier limit of TW futures contracts is less rigid than the 7% limit of TX futures. In this study, the less impeded TW futures prices serve as a proxy for the unobserved equilibrium TX prices at a period in time when TX futures were constrained by price limits. Appendix A provides the contract specification for TX futures, TX options and TW futures. On Friday 19 March 2004, the day prior to the Taiwan Presidential election, the President and Vice President were both shot and slightly wounded during the campaigning. The election proceeded the next day as scheduled, resulting in the re-election of the President and Vice President by a margin of just 0.22% over candidates from the major opposition party. Angry protestors subsequently took to the streets, questioning the influence of the shooting incident on the election, and demanding a recount of the vote. This political incident (often dubbed "the 3 to 19 Incident") resulted in heavy selling pressure on the stock and derivative markets on Monday 22 March. Both the index futures price and the underlying spot index hit the 7% lower limit immediately after the market opened and remained limit-locked throughout the day. At the time that the futures and spot markets were at their limit, the less restricted index option market became the only source of price discovery. The paper takes this rare opportunity to examine the price discovery provided by index option in the absence of information from spot and futures markets.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA
Price discovery of options is observed by recovering the spot prices implicit in the option premiums. Since the TX options are Europeanstyle options, it is appropriate to apply pricing models that do not consider the possibility of early exercise. This study adopts two recovery methodologies: (i) the "put-call parity" relationship; and (ii) the Black-Scholes option-pricing model within which a non-linear regression approach simultaneously estimates the implied volatility and implied spot price.
The put-call parity (PCP) shows the pricing relationship between a put, a call and the underlying asset under the condition of no arbitrage. Specifically, for a call and a put with the same expiration date and strike price, the spot index can be synthesized as follows. (1) where St is the implied spot price; ct and pt are the respective traded call and put premiums with strike price X and with T-t days remaining to maturity; and r is the risk-free (repo) rate. The PCP relationship holds if the market is efficient enough to eliminate apparent arbitrage opportunities within a reasonable time lag.
The second approach used to infer the option-implied spot index is a non-linear regression that simultaneously estimates the implied spot index and implied volatility in the Black-Scholes (BS) model."" This method was used by Kleidon and Whaley (1992) to recover the implied spot of the S&P 100 options index during the October
1987 market crash. The non-linear regression identifies the combination of implied spot index and implied volatility, with the combination minimizes the difference between the actual option trading prices and the model price, where the model price is calculated by the dividend-adjusted Black-Scholes option pricing model. The non-linear regression can be specified as: (2) where opt j represents the option trade premium, is the BS model price (where all arguments are known, with the exceptions of the index level Finally, in order to equalize the futures prices to the optionimplied spot prices, we converted every futures price to its implicit spot price by inverting the standard cost-of-carry model; that is:
where F t is the observed futures price with time-to-expiration T-t, and r f is the risk-free (repo) rate. Throughout the paper, we denote the TX futures-converted spot price as FTX, and the TW futures-converted spot price as FTW.
This study focuses on the impact of a special event that resulted in the limit move of both spot index and index futures. The sample period ranges from 8 March 2004 to 6 April 2004, which covers the ten-day window prior to the incident, the two-day window of the immediate aftermath of the incident (22 and 23 March), and the tenday window following the incident.
The intraday trade data of TX futures and options are provided by the TAIFEX, with the data including price and volume for every transaction. We also obtained intraday trade prices from the SGX for the MSCI-TW futures contracts. For the TX spot index, a minuteby-minute index series is collected from the website of the Taiwan Stock Exchange. This study uses only the nearby and second nearby option contracts, for which the liquidity is sufficient to ensure accurate pricing. Our sample comprises of 54 option series (calls and puts) with a wide range of exercise price. We use only the nearby futures contracts for the same reason.
Panel A of Table 1 provides a summary of the daily number of trades for the nearby TX and TW futures in the pre-and post-incident periods, as well as in the two days of the immediate aftermath of the incident. The daily average number of trades is calculated by averaging the number of trades first across contracts, then across trading days.
The intraday trading prices for individual futures and options contracts are synchronized into minute-by-minute time series by extracting the trading prices exactly on, or immediately preceding, a particular time (minute) grid. If there is no transaction in any particular minute, the price is identified as having a missing value. Panel B of Table 1 provides details on the total number of observations after synchronization. During normal trading days, the nearby TX and TW futures contracts are frequently traded, and are generally without missing values. For the five most frequently traded calls and puts, only a few missing values are reported for normal trading days.
RESULTS

Price discovery in the option-implied spot index
This area presents the option-implied spot prices recovered from the synchronized minute-by-minute option series using Person-centred planning (PCP) and BS approaches for 19, 22 and 23 March 2004. For the PCP approach, we first calculate the synthetic spots for all available pairs of options (a put and a call with the same strike price and the same maturity) within every minute, and then average across the synthetic prices (denoted by OTX pcp ) within the same minute. For the balance sheet (BS) approach, we apply Equation (3) to find an implied spot price (denoted by OTX BS ) common to all nearby options within the same minute. Figure 1 plots the levels of the two option-implied spot indices and the nearby TX futures prices (FTX), where the shaded areas mark the periods during which the FTX was at its limit. Table 2 provides a summary of the discrepancies between the option-implied spots and the FTX, along with the discrepancies between the option-implied spots and the observed spot index.
A visual inspection of the price pattern on 19 March 2004 (a normal trading day) reveals that the three prices (OTX pcp , OTX BS , and FTX) were virtually indistinguishable. The mean absolute difference between the OTX pcp and the FTX, as shown in Table 2 , was only 7.77 index points (0.11 per cent of the FTX level). The OTX BS shows similarly narrow discrepancy with the FTX. The last two columns of Table 2 report a similarly small intraday discrepancy between the option-implied spot indices and the actual spot index. It suggests that during normal trading days, the option-implied spot series are closely linked to the FTX and actual spot prices.
As the political turmoil hit the market on 22 March 2004, the futures prices, represented by the "x " in Figure  1 , fell by 7% immediately after the market opened and remained limit-locked for the entire trading day. The spot index fell by a similar magnitude, with almost all of the underlying shares locked at their limit. The constrained spot and futures prices thus failed to convey meaningful information about the equilibrium index.
The options, on the other hand, continued to provide price discovery throughout the day. The intraday pattern of the option-implied spot on 22 March 2004 revealed the process by which the options market searched for the new equilibrium under drastic market condition. Both of the option-implied spot prices revealed a sharp 10% decline immediately after the market opening. The implied spot index fell further after 9:30 am, breaking through the 6,000 barrier, which represented a 12.7% decrease from the previous day"s close. The OTX BS finally closed at 5,883, approximately 14% below the previous day"s close.
On 23 March 2004, futures prices were briefly impeded by the price limits, essentially for two short intervals from 8:45 to 8:50 am and from 9:50 to 10:09 am. As Figure 1 j f The number of options trades (observations) is calculated by first of all averaging across the five most liquid calls (or puts) within each trading day and then averaging across all trading days for the measurement periods. There are a maximum of 300 min in a trading day for TW futures and TX options and a maximum of 296 min in a trading day for TX futures (because the TAIFEX adopts a closing call auction which produces only a single trading price for the last five minutes of the trading day). This table presents the difference between option-inferred spot prices and the TX futures (spot) price. OTXpcp is the option-inferred spot index obtained using the PCP approach; OTXBS is the option-inferred spot index obtained using the non-linear BS approach; FTX is the TX futures-implicit spot index calculated by inverting the cost-of-carry model; and Spot is the actual spot index. All prices are synchronized into minute-by-minute series. 5-min ret. is the 5-minute return correction coefficient.
shows, the futures prices closely resembled the intraday ups and downs of the option-implied spot indices. The mean absolute deviation between futures and options in Panel C of Table 2 was only 21 index points (0.35%), slightly greater than the discrepancy during normal trading days. In summary, Figure 1 demonstrates that the TXO provided continuous price discovery when the political turmoil resulted in limit moves of futures and spot prices. The option premiums suggest that the equilibrium index on the first day impacted by the incident has fell for approximately 12 to 14%, a decline far greater than indicated by the restricted futures prices. Results show that options conveyed valuable information in the absence of price discovery from futures and spot markets. We also note that, on 23 March 2004, the FTX opened at 5,908; a level, which is approximately equal to the previous day"s closing option-implied spot. It is therefore possible that the futures market, restricted by price limit, referred to the previous options closing premiums for its next-day opening price. This observation is consistent with the finding of Reiffen et al. (2006) , who reported that the option-implied price at the previous day"s close provided a fairly accurate forecast of futures price at the next day"s open.
The quality of options price discovery
We have demonstrated that option provided continuous price discovery when futures and spot markets were in limit. However, it is still unclear whether the information revealed by option accurately reflects the unobserved "true" index. According to the Brennan (1986) model, the more precise the information conveyed by other markets, the less the effectiveness of the price limit rules in controlling default risk within the futures market. This study therefore assesses, from two different perspectives, the quality of options price discovery during the 3 to 19 incident. Firstly, we evaluate the accuracy of options price discovery by comparing the level and intraday movements of the option-implied spot to a reliable proxy of the unobserved equilibrium index. Secondly, we measure the consistency of the option-implied spot by investigating (i) the difference between the OTX pcp and the OTX BS ; and (ii) the dispersion across the multiple PCP-inferred spot series.
Accuracy of the option price discovery
To assess the accuracy of the price discovery provided by the option-implied spot, this study uses the SGXtraded MSCI Taiwan index (TW) futures as the benchmark. During the 3 to 19 incident, the TW futures maintained heavy trading volume and the prices were only briefly impeded by the three-tier limit rule. Given their close correlation in normal time, the TW futures prices on 22 and 23 March serve as an appropriate proxy for the unobserved TX equilibrium prices in drastic period. The TW futures prices, which is traded around 300, is aligned toward the TX levels (around 7000) by first equalizing the TW price at 19 March opening to the TX futures price, and then multiplying the original TW futures return series to produce a new TW futures price series. The new TW futures price series is further converted to the futures-implicit spot (denoted as FTW) using Equation 3. Figure 2 plots the FTW and the two option-implied spot series. It shows that the two option-implied spot prices closely tracked the FTW. The intraday deviation between the option-implied spot prices and the FTW, presented in the first two columns of Table 3 , was as small as 0.2%. The close linkage between FTW and OTX in normal days justifies the use of the FTW as a benchmark.
On the event impact day, the option-implied spot series generally move in line with the benchmark prices, as shown in Figure 2 . However, a greater dispersion was observed before 9:45 am. The option-implied spots subsequently realigned to approximate the level of the benchmark, where they remained until the end of the trading session. The mean absolute difference between the option-implied prices and the FTW increased from 0. The implied volatility obtained from option prices appears to have about the same level as that obtained using the FTW prices. Both volatilities increase substantially during the event period, reflecting the increased uncertainty faced by traders. Most importantly, the two volatilities maintained similar intraday movements throughout the event period. The result again indicates that the TX options disseminated information regarding volatility of the underlying spot consistent to that conveyed by the FTW.
In summary, during periods when futures were limitlocked, the option-implied spots accurately reflected the equilibrium level of the index at intraday resolution. However, it is also evident that the precision of option price discovery was somewhat impaired when the futures and spot markets were unable to provide information. This may imply that, under normal market, the TX options refer to futures and spot markets as important information sources.
Consistency among the option-implied spot prices
Here, we have recovered the option-implied spot using different approaches, and from various option series. The discrepancy across multiple implied spot prices can measure the extent to which the option market provides consistent and unambiguous price discovery. A narrower discrepancy across implied spot prices conveys more clear information regarding the unobserved spot index.
We first examine the dispersion between OTX pcp and OTX BS to measure the consistency of the option-implied spot series across the PCP and BS approaches. Our results show that the implied spot indices inferred from the PCP relationship and non-linear BS approaches were almost identical in both normal and abnormal markets. In the last two columns of Table 3 , the mean absolute difference between OTX pcp and OTX BS was only 2.43 index points during a normal trading day. Under the extreme market, the intraday deviation increased slightly to 0.5% (25.48 index points) on 22 March and subsequently returned to 0.07% (3.99 index points) on 23 March. The small intraday deviation implies that the price discovery of options was insensitive to the methodology used to recover the implicit spot. Traders undertaken either approach obtain alike information about the equilibrium The table reports the diffence between OTXpcp, OTXBS and FTW. OTXpcp is the option-implied spot index obtained using the PCP approach; OTXBS is the option-implied spot index obtained using the non-linear BS approach; and FTW is the TW futures-implicit spot index calculated by inverting the cost-of-carry model. All prices are synchronized into minute-by-minute series.  5-min ret. is the fiveminute return correction coefficient.
index. Next, we assess the consistency of the spot index recovered from various option series by analyzing the dispersion across the multiple PCP-inferred spot prices. The percentage ranges (maximum minus minimum, divided by mean) of the PCP-inferred spot are shown as vertical bars in Figure 4 for every minute in time series.
Prior to the incident, the average percentage range of PCP-inferred spots was only 0.16%. However, the dispersion among the PCP-inferred spots enlarged substantially when futures prices were obscured by price limits. Upon the impact of event, the dispersion increased ten-fold to average 1.65% on 22 March, with occasional spikes over 4%. The less homogenous PCP-inferred spots during such periods imply that the option price discovery is somewhat impaired as no information disseminated from futures market. The deviation fell on 23 March and returned to its pre-incident level during the last half trading session, when the FTX was no longer in limit.
In summary, the quality of TX option price discovery is confirmed, as the option-implied spots closely tracked the intraday movements of the benchmark index and showed general consistency among each other. Nevertheless, we also document reduced accuracy and increased divergence of the option price discovery when futures prices became unavailable. Therefore, despite the fact that the option market kept disseminating quality information, the price limit imposed on futures could have impaired the general price discovery of the overall index market.
Proportional contribution of price discovery by options
Although, we previously used SGX-traded MSCI Taiwan index futures as a proxy for the unobserved equilibrium TX index, the SGX-traded futures could actively participate in the process of option price discovery as oppose to be merely a passive benchmark. Given the high correlation (0.97) between the TX index futures and the TW futures under normal market conditions, option traders might be looking for information revealed by the SGX-traded MSCI Taiwan index futures. As a result, the option price discovery reported in previous earlier might actually originate from the TW futures. To distinguish the price discovery initiated by the TX option from that by the SGX-traded TW futures, we view FTX, OTX and FTW as informationally integrated markets and apply the Hasbrouck Information share to calculate the relative weight of information contributed by each market. Hasbrouck (1995) defined the contribution to price discovery by each market as the variance in efficient price innovations attributable to the innovation from the market. In a cointegrated system within which all prices have a common stochastic trend, prices can be expressed in a vector moving average form:
where t  is a zero mean vector of serially uncorrelated disturbances with covariance matrix  ,  is a polynomial in the lag operator, J is a column vector of one, and  is a row vector. Hasbrouck (1995) showed that the increment t   is the common factor innovation that permanently impounded into the price. This innovation is assumed to be driven by information and is instrumental to price discovery. Hasbrouck further decomposed the variance of innovation in the common factor and defined the information share of the jth market as: 
where j  is the jth element of  , and jj  is the jth diagonal element of  . When the covariance matrix  is not diagonal, the information share is not exactly identified. In that case, Hasbrouck (1995) specified the upper bound of information share as: (6) where F, the Cholesky factorization of  , is a lower triangular matrix such that FF'   . By changing the order of the price series in the cointegrated system, one can obtain the upper and lower bound of the information share of each market.
Using minute-by-minute prices, we compute the information shares of FTX, OTX pcp , and FTW in every day during the 22-day period. Table 4 presents the day-to-day information shares in a trivariate system which incorporates all three markets (FTX, OTX pcp , and FTW), and in two bivariate systems that perform pair-wise comparisons between markets. We report the average of the upper and lower bounds of Hasbrouck information shares, with the information shares of the leading market being shown in bold numbers. Our discussion focuses on the changing role of price discovery from option market before, during, and after the political turmoil.
The bivariate system reveals that, the OTX pcp had greater information share than FTX in only one of the ten days during the pre-incident period. However, the OTX pcp had an equal number of information-leading days to the FTW. In the trivariate system, the OTX pcp clearly lagged behind the two futures contracts that provided approximately equal price discovery. Taken together, the TX option appeared to act as a satellite market that contributes less significant price discovery than futures, whereas the TX futures clearly dominated the process of price discovery under normal market condition. The superior information role of futures than options in normal market is consistent with the findings of Fleming et al. (1996) on the S and P index market, De Jong and Donder (1998) on the Amsterdam market, and Booth et al. (1999) on the DAX market.
On the first day following the 3 to 19 incident, there was clear migration of price discovery from the TX futures market to the option. The trivariate system shows parallel information innovation from OTX pcp (0.47) and FTW (0.53), with no participatory role by the FTX. The significant proportion of the option information share suggests that, rather than merely receiving and reflecting information from the offshore-traded TW futures, the TX options actively participated in the process of price discovery during the periods when the FTX futures were limit-locked.
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Indeed, we note that the information share of option was higher on 22 March than on most of regular days. The migration of price discovery from futures to option is consistent with the finding of Hall et al. (2006) , who documented an enhanced role of coffee futures options in price discovery when the futures market price is obscured by price limit.
On 23 March 2004, the option price discovery reduced to its normal level at 0.10 share for OTX versus futures and 0.18 share in the trivariate system. On the other hand, the FTX demonstrated a remarkable recovery by contributing a 0.69 information share in the trivariate system, and a 0.90 share in the bivariate system. Result suggests that the migration of price discovery due to price limits was only transitory, with little long-term effect on the leading information role of the futures market.
Conclusions
This study analyzes the price discovery of index options when the corresponding future prices are constrained by price limit, a subject previously only covered in the content of commodity futures. We focus on a two-day interval during which a political event had a severe impact on the Taiwan market. As both the index futures and spot markets were locked in their limit prices, the less constrained index options became the only source of price discovery in the domestic market.
According to the Brennan model, the information provided by the index options may have lessened the effectiveness of the futures price limit in reducing strategic default on futures market. The clear price discovery from index options during futures limit-lock period, therefore, implies that a rigid price limit on index futures may sacrifice information efficiency on futures market but achieve little effect in controlling default risk.
Price discovery of options is observed by the recovered spot prices implicit in the option premiums, using the PCP relationship and the Black-Scholes model with non-linear regression. The intraday movements of the option-implied spots closely resemble that of the proxy for the equilibrium index, both in normal time and in futures limit-lock period. The information recovered from the options was generally consistent, with narrow dispersions, across the different option series and across the recovery methodologies adopted. The options appeared to provide market participants with accurate estimation regarding the level the unobserved futures prices during futures limit-lock period. An analysis of Hasbrouck information shares further shows that options actively participated in the process of price discovery by originating a significant proportion of the information that did not arise elsewhere. The price discovery tended to migrate from futures to options when futures prices were obscured by limit. Although, price discovery migrated to options, the information recovered from option premiums became more heterogeneous and showed greater dispersion from the benchmark index. It implies that the information role of futures cannot be fully substituted by options that, to some extent, referred to the futures market for unambiguous price discovery. The limit rule on futures, when taking effect, not only reduced the quality of option price discovery but also impaired the disclosure of information on the overall index market. Regulators who seek to preserve the information efficiency of index market in turbulent time may adopt more flexible limit rules on index futures contracts.
